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1. Abstract 

This contribution proposes that PPI should be moved from SADB to SPD and SPI should be a mandated 
parameter in SADB.    

2. Analysis 
 
2.1 Architectures of SA, SP and MAPSec header 
 
Recently, S3-010352 from Alcatel proposes that: 
 
(1) A MAPSec SPD entry must contain three parameters, which are Target PLMN_id, Fallback and a 

SA pointer to the MAP SA entries in the SADB. 
 
(2) A MAPSec SADB entry must contain six parameters, which are MEA, MEK, MIA, MIK, PPI and SA 

lifetime.  
 
Notes: this proposal had been approved in SA3#19 meeting. 
 
In TS 33200 V400, the security header is a sequence of the following data elements: 
 
Security header  = TVP || NE-Id  || Prop || Sending PLMN-Id || SPI || Original component Id. 
 
2.2 Moving PPI from SADB to SPD 
 
S3-010390 from Ericsson / Siemens provides a simple overview about MAP security. The basic 
mechanism is as the following figure 1. 
 



 
Figure 1. MAPSec Message Flow (From S3-010390) 

 
But there are two problems in S3-010390: 
 
(1) In Step 1:  Which parameter in SPD is used by NEa to determine whether the MAPSec protection 

shall be applied on a MAP message towards PLMN B?  
 
(2) in Step 6:  Which parameter in SPD is used by NEb to determine whether a received MAP or 

MAPSec message abide by the security policy rule between PLMN A and B? 
 
It is well known that only PPI (Protection Profile Index) is used for indicating the protection fashion for the 
MAP messages. PPI is used to indicate the protection granularity of MAP, which is based on operational 
component level. But unfortunately, all three parameters (Target PLMN_id, Fallback and a SA pointer) 
contained in MAPSec SPD entry cannot directly indicate what is the protection policy (Protection Profile) 
of a sending / received MAP message. It is only PPI in SADB that can do it.  
 
Consequently, the searching PPI procedure for NE is as the following: 
 
(1) In step1: The NEa must search for a security policy entry in SPD by used of Target PLMN_id, and 

then search for the corresponding SA from SADB according to a SA pointer in SPD and take the 
PPI parameter from SA. 

 
(2) In step6:  If a MAPSec message is received, NEb may find the PPI parameter from SADB by used of 

SPI in MAP security header. If a MAP message is received, NEb needs to do the same procedure as 
in step 1. 

 
We suggest that PPI should be moved from SADB to SPD (i.e., PPI is a mandated parameter in SPD 
instead of SADB), which will introduce the following benefits: 
 
(1) More simple and faster for the searching PPI procedure in step 1 and 6.  
 

It is unnecessary for NE to search for the PPI parameter in SADB by used of a SA pointer in SPD.  
 

(2) Reducing the space size of SADB.   
 

PPI is a parameter used for security policy. It should not be a parameter of SADB.     
 
So it is suggested that PPI should be moved from SADB to SPD.  
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2.3 Adding SPI to SADB 
 
Security Parameter Index (SPI) is an index, which is used to help NE to indicate a unique SA for an 
incoming MAPSec message. So SADB must contain SPI parameter. 
 

3. Conclusions 
 
This paper suggests that PPI should be moved from SADB to SPD and SPI should be a mandated 
parameter in SADB.    
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5.3  Policy requirements for the MAPsec SPD  
The security policies for MAPsec key management are specified in the NE’s SPD. SPD entries define 
which MAP SAs (if any) to use to protect MAP signalling based on the PLMN of the peer NE. There can 
be no local security policy definitions for individual NEs. Instead, SPD entries of different NE within the 
same PLMN shall be identical. 

In order to enable the NE to determine which MAP SAs to use, an SPD entry must contain the following 
information: 

- The PLMN identifier of the peer PLMN with which this policy applies. This identifier is used to select 
the correct policy and hence determine which MAP SA must be used when protecting MAP signalling 
with a peer NE. 

- The fallback to unprotected mode indicator. In the case that protection is available and hence at least 
some MAP operations are protected under protection mode 1 or 2 with this peer PLMN, this parameter 
indicates whether fallback to unprotected mode is allowed. 

- A pointer to the MAP SA entries, in the SAD, defined for this policy entry. There may be more than 
one existing MAPsec SA at a given moment due to renewal of MAPsec SAs (e.g. a new SA has been 
defined prior to the expiry of the old one in order to avoid disrupting the traffic when the old one 
expires). Nevertheless, only one MAPsec SA is to be used at a given moment. This should be the one 
that expires the sooner. 

- Protection Profile Indicator (PPI) indicates how MAP operations over Zf-interface shall be protected, 
i.e., whether a MAP operation needs protection and the corresponding protection mode to be used. The 
length of PPI is 16 bits. Mapping of profile identifiers is defined in section 6. 

The NE shall conceptually maintain two SPDs : one for incoming MAP traffic and one for outgoing MAP 
traffic. 

5.4 MAPsec security association attribute definition 
The MAPsec security association must contain the following data elements: 

• MAP Encryption Algorithm identifier (MEA): 

Identifies the encryption algorithm. Mode of operation of algorithm is implicitly defined by the 
algorithm identifier. Mapping of algorithm identifiers is defined in clause 5.6. 

• MAP Encryption Key (MEK): 

Contains the encryption key. Length is defined according to the algorithm identifier.  

• MAP Integrity Algorithm identifier (MIA): 

Identifies the integrity algorithm. Mode of operation of algorithm is implicitly defined by the algorithm 
identifier. Mapping of algorithm identifiers is defined in section 5.6. 

• MAP Integrity Key (MIK): 

Contains the integrity key. Length is defined according to the algorithm identifier.  
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�Protection Profile Identifier (PPI):  

Identifies the protection profile. Length is 16 bits. Mapping of profile identifiers is defined in section 6.  

• SA Lifetime: 

Defines the actual expiry time of the SA. The expiry of the lifetime shall be given in UTC time.  

If the SA is to indicate that MAPsec is not to be applied then all the algorithm attributes shall contain a 
NULL value.   
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